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INTRODUCTION 
We are concerned here with the following problem: given a finite set ~' 
of finite connected graphs, does the class ff~ of countable graphs which 
omit ~ contain a universal element (one in which all others are embed- 
dable as induced subgraphs)? Here we say that a graph G omits a class 
of graphs if no graph in ~ embeds as a subgraph of G. The problem is to 
characterize those classes ~ for which there is such a universal graph. A 
more fundamental problem is whether there is any effective characteriza- 
tion of these classes ~'; in other words, is there an algorithm which will 
produce the answer in each case? This problem remains open even when 
consists of a single forbidden subgraph, through an accumulation of 
evidence, some given in the present paper, suggests that at least this 
instance should have an explicit and fairly simple solution. We discuss this 
later in the paper. 
Rado observed [Ra] that there is a universal countable graph. This 
corresponds to the case ~ = Q. Many other cases have been considered in
the literature [ChK, CS1, CS2, CST, FK1, FK2, GK, KMP, Ko, KP1, KP2, 
Pa]. In particular [FK1] gives a complete solution for the case in which 
consists of a single 2-connected constraint, and [CST] treats the case in 
which ~ consists of a single tree with no vertex of degree 2. 
To date very few cases have been identified in which a universal 
countable ~-free graph exists. For ~ = {C} consisting of a single con- 
straint, the following cases are known to allow a universal graph: C is 
complete; C is a tree consisting of one path to which, at most, one 
additional edge is attached; or C is a "bow-tie," a particular graph of 
order 5. We will add some additional families of examples using model 
theoretic methods. 
Another family of universal ~-free graphs corresponds to the class ~ of 
odd cycles of length up to some specified bound (Czn + 1-free graphs for 
n < N). We generalize this to the case in which ~ is closed under 
homomorphism in an appropriate sense (Theorem 4, and Section 7). In 
earlier work the positive results have generally come either from structure 
theorems for ~-free graphs (notably in the path-free case [KMP]) or from 
Fra'iss6's amalgamation method, whose complexity increases rapidly as the 
constraint class ~ becomes more complicated. Using the model theoretic 
notions of existential completeness and algebraic losure for ~-free graphs, 
we give a criterion for the existence of a universal ~-free graph which 
effectively short circuits this process. Our arguments can be converted into 
amalgamation arguments in principle, but not in any very explicit way. 
Kojman conjectured in conversation years ago that closure of the 
constraint class under homomorphic mage might be a key condition in 
connection with the existence of universal graphs. Our work confirms this 
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conjecture in one direction (Theorems 4 and 5) and relates the condition 
directly to the broader issue of the structure of the algebraic closure 
operator. 
Our model theoretic methods are very close to those which have been 
used in practice in all cases in which nonexistence of universal graphs has 
been established. There they are typically referred to as "rigidity" argu- 
ments. This amounts to a rephrasing in purely graph theoretic terms of a
more general model theoretic notion. We did this ourselves in [CST], 
though in fact an awareness of the model theoretic framework lay in the 
background of the proof given there. In our present work, we have reached 
the point at which such a reformulation of our methods would be counter- 
productive, as we make use of general considerations which are well 
known in model theory but have not yet played an explicit role in graph 
theory. Accordingly, the first half of the present paper lays the foundation 
of our approach, recalling what we need from model theory and applying it 
in the case of ~-free graphs. As we will see in Theorem 3 of Section 3, 
these ideas produce much clearer results in the ~-free context han one 
would get in a more general model theoretic ontext. This is really the key 
to our whole analysis. 
Applications of these general ideas are found in Sections 5-10. Most of 
the cases considered in Sections 5, 6, and 9 were treated successfully in the 
past, and are reexamined from our present point of view partly by way of 
illustration and partly because our present viewpoint suggests quantitative 
issues extending the earlier purely qualitative analysis. That is, in cases in 
which our "algebraic losure" operator is locally finite, we consider its rate 
of growth. 
New examples are given in Sections 7 and 8. In particular, Section 8 is 
devoted to an infinite family extending the "bow-tie" example considered 
by Komjfith [Ko] using methods that have further potential. This is the 
hardest case treated here. 
To conclude this introduction we take note of two directions which are 
particularly promising for further work: the general problem of effectivity, 
and the case of a single constraint. 
Effectivity. Given a finite set ~ of finite connected graphs, determine 
whether there is a universal countable ~-free graph. 
It is by no means clear that this problem should have an effective 
solution. It is natural to consider a further generalization i which graphs 
are replaced by vertex-colored, edge-colored, and directed graphs, or more 
generally by relational structures for any finite relational anguage. It 
seems likely, however, that this more general problem can be reduced to 
the special case of graphs by a suitable encoding. This is one reason that 
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the existence of an effective solution is doubtful, but at the present ime 
the question is entirely open. 
Single constraint Let ~/ be the collection of all finite connected graphs C 
for which there is a countable universal C-free graph, and let 
~o = { C ~ ~/ : every induced subgraph of C is in ~} . 
Conjecture. ~" = ~d o. 
While it is not likely that this conjecture will be proved a priori, it may 
well turn out to be the case. The point of the conjecture is that it should 
be possible to determine ~d 0 explicitly using known methods, and then 
rephrase the conjecture more explicitly. In Section 8 below we will give a 
new family of examples in X/0. What is needed, apparently, is to continue 
that analysis, which will involve substantial computation, and also to prove 
a number of further esults on the nonexistence of universal graphs. Note 
that by [FK1] any block (maximal 2-connected subgraph) of a graph in Xz0 
is complete, and the results of [GK] can be combined with some similar 
constructions to reduce the class of candidates for members of ~0 to 
graphs much like those considered in Section 8. 
I. GENERAL THEORY 
In this part we will discuss the application of some model theoretic ideas 
to the general problem of the existence of universal countable graphs with 
forbidden subgraphs. In Section 1 we associate with a class ~ of finite 
graphs (usually taken to be connected), the class ~ of countable graphs 
"omitting" ~, and the subclass ~ of "existentially complete" graphs in 
~.  The key to the model theoretic approach is to understand ~.  In fact 
where a universal ~-free graph exists, it is often the case that ~ contains 
a unique graph, up to isomorphism, and this graph is then a "canonical" 
universal ~-free graph. Using well-established model theoretic terminol- 
ogy, we refer to this as the ~0-categorical case. The role of ~ in 
connection with the problem of determining whether a universal ~-free 
graph exists is explored in Section 2, which introduces the important 
technical notion of an existential type. In Section 3 we characterize the 
~0-categorical case in terms of the behavior of the associated algebraic 
closure operator on ~.  We begin the analysis of the algebraic losure 
operator in Section 4. More delicate techniques for analyzing this operator 
are left to the second part, as needed for applications. 
Our thanks go to P. Komj~th for a close reading of a draft of the present 
paper. 
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1. Existentially Complete ~-Free Graphs 
First we introduce some definitions and notations which will be used in 
the whole paper. 
DEFINITION 1. Let ~ be a set of finite graphs. 
1. A graph G omits ~ if no subgraph of G is isomorphic to any 
graph in ~'. 
2. ff~ is the class of all countable graphs omitting ~. 
3. A graph G ~ ~ is universal (for ~ , )  if every graph in ~,  is 
isomorphic to an induced subgraph of G. 
Remarks. 1. There are two notions of universality which are generally 
considered. We say that G ~ ~ is weakly universal if every graph in ~'~j is 
isomorphic to a subgraph of G. In practice the two notions of universality 
behave similarly. A universal graph is evidently weakly universal, and in 
practice proofs of the nonexistence of a universal graph can often be 
doctored in standard ways to exclude weakly universal graphs as well. 
For a theoretical analysis our definition of universality is to be pre- 
ferred, at least initially, as it facilitates the application f general methods. 
To pass to the weakly universal case on a theoretical level is in part a 
matter of replacing "existential type" in Section 2 by "positive existential 
types," but the more pragmatic alternative of working mainly with (strictly) 
universal graphs on a theoretical level and then doctoring specific con- 
struction is probably to be preferred. 
2. Let T~ be the first order theory of ~.  Then the models of T~ are 
all the ~-free graphs and ~ consists of the countable models of T~, 
which is a universal theory. This reflects the assumption that all graphs in 
are finite, and allows the application of model theoretic methods. 
DEFINITION 2. Let ~ be a set of finite graphs. 
1. If G _c H are graphs, we say that G is existentially complete in H
if every existential statement ~b which is defined in G and true in H is also 
true in G. Equivalently, if A _c B are finite induced subgraphs of G and 
H, respectively, then there is an embedding f: B ~ G taking B isomor- 
phically onto an induced subgraph of G, with f ~ A the identity. 
2. G ~ ~,  is said to be existentially complete (for ~)  if G is 
existentially complete in each graph H such that G _ H ~ ~.  
3. ~ is the class of all existentially complete graphs in ff~. 
4. T~ is the theory of g'~. (In the proof of Theorem 1 we will 
determine this theory fairly precisely.) 
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EXAMPLE 1. If ~ = Q, then ~'~, is the class of all countable graphs and 
g'~ contains only one element up to isomorphism: the random countable 
graph G= [Ra]. T~ is the theory of graphs, and Tg is the theory of G~ (a 
complete theory). 
EXAMPLE 2. If ~ = {K3}, a complete graph, then N~, is the class of 
countable triangle-free graphs and g"~ contains a unique element up to 
isomorphism, called the generic triangle-free graph G 3. T~, is the theory of 
triangle-free graphs and T~ is the theory of G 3. For ~ = {Kn}, any n, the 
situation is similar. 
EXAMPLE 3. If ~ = {K 2 + K2}, the disjoint sum of two copies of K 2, 
then g"~ contains two elements up to isomorphism: the triangle K 3 and 
the star S~ of infinite degree. The theory T~ is not a complete theory, 
since K 3 and S= have different heories. 
EXAMPLE 4. If c~ = {$3} (Sn denotes a star of degree n or order 
n + 1), then T~ is the theory of graphs G with vertex degree at most 2, 
and Tg is the theory of graphs in which every vertex has degree 2, and 
which contain infinitely many cycles C n for each n > 3. The countable 
models G of T~ are characterized up to isomorphism by the number of 
connected components in G isomorphic to a 2-way infinite path. If G k is 
the model of T~ with k components of this form (k >_ 0), then G~ is 
universal for this class. 
Remarks. 1. We will see below that T~ is complete if the graphs in 
are connected. This is the case of primary interest here. 
2. It is easy to see that there is a universal graph in ~ if and only if 
there is a universal graph in ~.  We will attempt later in this paper to 
make this observation more useful by analyzing T~ and g'~ more clearly. 
3. The notion of existential completeness makes ense in almost any 
context (though our reformulation in terms of embeddings i  not always 
accurate). For example, algebraically closed fields are existentially com- 
plete by Hilbert's Nullstellsatz; real closed fields are existentially complete 
in the category of ordered fields (Tarski); and dense linear orders are 
existentially complete in the category of linear orders. 
4. While it is natural to think of existential completeness a a form 
of "algebraic losure," it does not involve the sort of finiteness assumptions 
connected intuitively with notion of algebraicity. We will introduce the 
model theoretic algebraic losure operator below. 
THEOREM 1. Let ~ be a finite set of finite graphs. Then 
(1) ~,  is the class of countable models of the theory T~. 
(2) If every C ~ " is connected, then T~ is complete. 
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The proof will involve the general theory of model complete theories 
and existentially complete structures, as presented in [HW]. We first give 
an example showing the necessity of taking ~' finite. 
EXAMPLE 5. Let ~ = {C n : n >_ 3}, the class of all cycles. Then ~'~, is 
the class of countable forests and g"~ contains a unique graph T~, up to 
isomorphism, a tree in which every vertex is of countable infinite degree. 
The models of T~ are disjoint unions of any number of copies of T~. 
Remark. In Theorem 1, clause (2) follows from clause (1). This is 
because clause (1) provides one of the standard criteria for the theory T~ 
to be model complete (Robinson's Test, [HW, Theorem 2.2]) and for such 
theories, completeness is equivalent to the joint embedding property: any 
two models of a theory should be contained as induced subgraphs in a 
third [HW, Proposition 2.8]. If ~ consists of connected graphs, then T~ is 
closed under the formation of disjoint sums. However connectedness i  not 
a necessary condition for joint embedding: 
EXAMPLE 6. If G ~ = {K3, K 2 + K 2} then T~ has the joint embedding 
property. 
It is not clear whether one can easily recognize the finite sets ~ for 
which T~ has the joint embedding property. 
The proof of Theorem 1 requires the following technical lemma. Recall 
that a quantifier-free formula is conjunctive if it is a conjunction of atomic 
formulas and the negations of atomic formulas. An existential formula of 
the form 3X~b with ~b quantifier free and conjunctive is called primitive. A 
typical example of a conjunctive formula is a description of the isomor- 
phism type of an induced subgraph. 
Notation. Let ~b be a formula. We write T~, }- 4~ if every ~-free graph 
satisfies "V2q~(2)" (we quantify over all free variables in ~b). In other 
words, cb is "always" true in ~-free graphs. 
LEMMA 1. Let ~ be a finite set of forbidden substructures. For each 
n > 0 there is a natural number bn such that for any two primitive xistential 
formulas oh, O such that 
i. qb contains at most n existential quantifiers, 
ii. T~ ~- -~(~b A ~), and 
iii. for each pair of variables yl, Y2 occurring in ~b, with at least one of 
them quantified, the clause Yl 4:Y2 occurs as a conjunct in qJ, 
there is a subformula ~01 of qJ such that 
1. ~1 contains at most bn existential quantifiers. 
2. T~ ~- -~(~b A ~/1 ). 
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We will first explain how Theorem 1 follows from this lemma, then 
prove the lemma. The following is essentially a corollary to Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 2. Let (o( ff ) be a universal formula. Then there is an existential 
formula tp(Yc) such that 
T~ ~- v.~[~(.~) ~ ~(~)]. 
Proof. We use Proposition 1.6 (iii) of [HW]. Let @ be the set of all 
existential formulas 4Y(~) such that 
T~ ~- V.~[4,'(.~) -, 4,(:~)]. 
Then for G ~ g'~, ~ ~ G, we have 
G ~ 4,(~) =' G ~ 4"(~) 
In other words, 
for some ~b' ~ @. 
G ~ V.~[4,(.~) ~ V® ,/,'(-~)]. (*) 
Note that the disjunction on the right is infinite; using Lemma 1 we will 
replace @ by a finite subset ~' for which the analog of (*) holds. Thus 
with ~ = V., 4;, the claim follows. 
Any existential formula is equivalent to a disjunction of primitive exis- 
tential formulas; so we may take @ to consist of primitive existential 
formulas. Similarly, the universal formula 4~ is equivalent to a conjunction 
of negations of primitive existential formulas, so it suffices to deal with the 
case q~ = ~ 4h with 4h primitive existential. Finally, we may suppose that 
for each 4; c dp and each pair Yl, Y2 of variables occurring existentially 
quantified in 4;, we have Yi ~ Yj as a conjunct in 4; for i ~ j. Indeed if 
4" = 3~4,~(2, ~), then 
4~'o 3y(4,; Ay, =yj) v 3y(4,; Ay, ,yj) 
so we may replace ~b' if necessary by two disjuncts on the right and then 
contract variables in the first disjunct. 
After these preparations, q5 consists of formulas 4; to which Lemma 1 
applies, with n the number of quantifiers occurring in 4~. Thus if @' _c 
consists of the primitive existential formulas ~b', in at most b n variables 
such that 
T~ ~ ~(,/,, A ,/,'), 
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then 
T~V214,(2)~ Ve, 4''('~)]" 
Proof of Theorem 1. By Lemma 2, every universal formula is equivalent 
to an existential formula modulo T~. This is equivalent to clause (1) of 
Theorem 1 by [CK, Theorem 3.5.1]. As noted before, clause (2) follows 
from clause (1). I 
Proof of Lemma 1. We proceed by induction on n, the number of 
quantified variables in 4,(~). Let k = max{ICl: C ~ }. 
If n = 0, then 4, is quantifier free and we will take b 0 = k. Suppose 
T~ ~ -~(4, A ~0). We have ~b = 3Y~00(~ , ), ¢0 either contradicts 4, explic- 
itly, or states that the induced graph on some subst of k vertices from x, y 
contains a forbidden subgraph. In the former case ~ can be replaced by a 
quantifier free formula, and in the latter case by a formula in at most k 
quantified variables. 
For the induction step, let 4' ="3Y4'0(x,Y)" have n + 1 quantified 
variables and let ~0 ="3~00(~ , y')." Let A and B be the graphs on vertices 
~, ~' described by 4'o and ~00, respectively, that is, edges exist as specified 
by 4'0 and ~O 0. As T~ -,(4, A qJ) the free joint of A and B over 
contains a forbidden graph C c ~. For each pair of variables yi in C r~ 
and y~ in C r~ y', introduce a new variable xij and let 4'~'(~, xu, ~) and 
qJ~(Yc, xu, ~') be obtained by replacing Yi by x u in 4'o and y~ by x u in ~0. 
Thus )3 and )3' are y and y' with Yi or y~ deleted. Write 2 for ~, x u. 
Let 4'* = 3)34'~(2,)3) and ~b* = 3)3'~0~'(2, 9'). Then 4'* has n quanti- 
fied variables and T~ ~ ~(4'* A ~O*), since any model of T~ U {4'*, ~0"} 
gives rise to a model of T~ U {4', ~0}; the variables Yi, Y~ may be realized by 
the value of x u. 
By induction hypothesis for each choice of i and j, ~0" contains a 
subformula ~ involving at most b, variables o that T~ ~ -,(4,* A ~0~). 
Let y" c y' be the set of at most k + kZbn variables consisting of C r] y' 
together with all the quantified variables from any ~0~, and let ~0~ be the 
restriction of ~0 to y". Then we claim 
7(4, A A) (*) 
so we may take bn+ 1 = k + k2bn. 
For (*), consider any model ~" of 4, A 01. Then C embeds in the free 
join over ~ of the induced graphs A, B on 2, ~ and $, y'.  So if ~t" omits ~, 
there must be some identification x i =yj  with xi, yj ~ C. This is exactly 
what is ruled out by ~0i*. | 
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COROLLARY TO THEOREM 1. Let ~ be a finite class of finite graphs. 
Then T~ is model complete and is the model companion of T~. 
Proof. This is equivalent to Theorem 1, part (1). II 
2. Universal Graphs and Existential Types 
In this section we give criteria for the existence of a universal graph in 
~,  for ~ a finite set of finite connected graphs. We will show that when 
there is a universal graph in ~,  there is a canonical one, namely the 
"~0-saturated" graph in ~.  We will also show the relationship of this 
problem to a model theoretic notion of algebraic closure. We review the 
definitions. 
DEFINITION 3. Let ~ be a collection of finite forbidden subgraphs. 
1. The existential type tpc(~) of a finite sequence ~ = al, a 2 . . . . .  a n in 
a graph G c g~ is the set of existential formulas ~b(~) such that G ~ ~h(~). 
The Stone space Sn(T ~) is the set of all existential types tp(~) of se- 
quences ~ = a l , . . . ,  a n in any graph G ~ g~. 
2. G ~ ~,  is ~o-Saturated if for all n, all ~ ~ G of length n, and all 
(n + 1)-types in Sn+I(T*) whose restriction to the first n variables is 
tpc(~), there is v ~ V(G) so that tpc(~, v) is the specified type. 
EXAMPLE 7. When ~ = {$3}, specifying the type of an element a in 
G ~ g~. is equivalent to describing the isomorphism type of its connected 
component in G. In particular, if al , . . . ,a  n lie in distinct components 
isomorphic to 2-way infinite paths, ~0-saturation yields an element an+ a 
lying in another component isomorphic to such a path. Thus the ~0- 
saturated model is the largest model in ~.  This is the case in general. 
THEOREM 2. Let ~ be a finite set of connected forbidden subgraphs. Then 
the following are equivalent: 
1) There is a universal graph in ~.  
2) There is a universal graph in ~.  
3) ~ contains a unique ~o-Saturated graph, up to isomorphism. 
4) Sn(T ~ ) is countable, for any n. 
Proof. This is a special case of general model theoretic principles [CK, 
Section 2.3]. We sketch the ideas here. 
The equivalence of 1) and 2) is immediate. It suffices to note that any 
G ~ ~ embeds into a G* c ~.  For the equivalence of 2) to 4) one 
recalls that g~ is the class of countable models of T~. We will show 
2) ~ 4) ~ 3) ~ 2). 
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2) ~ 4). Let G ~ g'~ be universal. As G is countable, the set 
{tPG(a) : a = a 1 . . . . .  a n ~ G} is countable. Any type tpG,(~) realized in any 
G' ~ g~ will be realized in G since we may take G' to be an induced 
subgraph of G by universality and tpG(a)= tpG,(a) by existential com- 
pleteness. 
4) ~ 3). If Sn(T*) is countable for all n, one builds a countable 
saturated model as the limit of an increasing countable sequence of 
models in ~,  see [CK, Theorem 2.3.7]. 
The uniqueness follows from the completeness of T~ [CK, Theorem 
2.3.7]. 
3) ~ 2). Saturated models are universal [CK, Theorem 2.3.10]. | 
In the examples, one often encounters the special case in which ~.  
contains a unique model up to isomorphism, so that the ~0-saturation 
condition is vacuous. This a rather special case in model theory, and the 
frequency of its occurrence in our context is an indication that something 
more specialized is involved. To analyze this further we introduce the 
notion of algebraic closure. 
DEFINITION 4. Let ~ be a set of forbidden subgraphs, G ~ ~,  A ___ 
G, a ~ G. We say that a is algebraically over A (in G) if there is an 
existential formula q~(x, ~) with a c A such that the set {a' ~ G : ~b(a', ~)} 
is finite and contains a. We write aclo(A) (algebraic losure) for the set of 
a ~ G algebraic over A. We say A is algebraically closed in G if aClG(A) 
=A.  
LEMMA 3. Let ~ be a finite set of connected forbidden subgraphs. If ~ ,  
contains a universal graph then the set of isomorphism types of induced 
subgraphs of graph G ~ ~ on subsets of the form acl(A) with A finite, is 
countable. 
Proof Let G ~ g~ be universal. Then for any G '~ g~. and any 
A c G' finite, an embedding L of G' into G given an isomorphism 
between G' ~ acla,(A) and G r aClG(~A). The point here is that aClG(~A) 
= ~[acla,(A)], by existential completeness. II 
It would be pleasant if the converse held: in other words, to show the 
nonexistence of universal graphs one would be obligated to construct 
uncountably many isomorphism types of algebraic losures of finite sets. 
This is what has actually occurred in all examples treated to date [ChK, 
CS2, CST, FK1, Ko, FK2, GK, KP1]. 
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In fact, in most cases one of the two extremes of the following pseudo- 
dichotomy have been encountered: 
I. The algebraic losure of a finite set is finite. 
II. There are uncountably many isomorphism types of induced sub- 
graphs on sets aclc(A), with A finite, in graphs G c ~.  
On the other hand the example ~ = {$3}, a star of degree 3, shows that 
case I is indeed a special case, as one might anticipate. This makes it all 
the more surprising that this case is typical in practice, in contexts where 
universal graphs exist. 
All of this leaves open the possibility, already referred to, that case II is 
an exact criterion for the nonexistence of universal graphs. To refute this 
in the category of graphs is not so easy. We will give an example in the 
category of vertex-colored graphs. It should not be too difficult to encode 
this as an example in the category of graphs, but it would be more to the 
point to prove the general encoding conjecture noted in the Introduction, 
which we will not undertake here. 
EXAMPLE 8. We work with vertex colored graphs in which there are 
three colors: 0, + 1, - 1. Each vertex of color 0 has at most two neighbors 
of color 0, and only one of the other two colors occurs among its 
neighbors. Vertices of colors + 1 and -1  are adjacent o at most one 
vertex, which must have color 0. This clearly corresponds to a finite set of 
connected forbidden subgraphs. In g'~ the graphs consist of cycles and 
2-way infinite paths made up of vertices of color 0, each decorated with 
infinitely many adjacent vertices of color + 1 or - 1. It is easy to see that 
the algebraic closure of a finite set A consists of the union of the 
connected components of vertices of color 0 in or adjacent to A, together 
with vertices in A of color + 1 and -1 .  Thus there are countably many 
induced subgraphs on acl(A) for A finite. 
However, the type of an element v of color 0 contains a specification of 
the colors + 1 and -1  of the neighbors of all vertices of color 0 in its 
connected component. Thus SI(T ~) is uncountable. It follows that the 
types in general contain information not controlled by the algebraic 
closure operation. 
On the other hand, we will show that when condition (I) holds, control 
of algebraic losure is enough. Indeed, in the example just discussed, there 
are only countably many t pes associated with vertices of color 0 whose 
connected component, among the vertices of type O, is finite. In fact, if the 
order of the connected component in question is specified, there are 
finitely many possible types. 
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3. ~o-Categoricity and Local Finiteness 
A theory is said to be ~o-categorical if it has a unique countable model, 
up to isomorphism. As we have noted, among theories of the form T* for 
which a universal countable model exists, the ~0-categorical case is surpris- 
ingly common. The next result casts some light on this phenomenon. 
THEOREM 3. Let ~ be a finite set of connected finite graphs. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(1) T~ is ~o-categorical. 
(2) Sn(T~ ) is finite for each n. 
(3) For A c_~" ~ T~ finite, we have acl(A) finite. 
These conditions imply 
(4) ~ contains a universal countable graph. 
By Theorem 1, (2), T~ is complete. Therefore the equivalence of (1) and 
(2) holds by general model theory [CK, Theorem 2.3.13.]. That (1) implies 
(4), and (2) implies (3), are both immediate. Thus all that requires proof is 
the implication from (3) to (2). For this we prove a more refined technical 
lemma, based on the following definition and fact. 
DEFINITION 5. Let G be a graph, and A _ G. Set 
tpn (A)  = { ~b(~) : 4~is existential, with at most n quantified variables, 
cA ,  and ~b(~) holds in G}. 
(This depends on G, and one may write tp,°(A) to show this dependence.) 
Fact 1. (Park, cited in [Ba]). Let A be algebraically closed in B. Then 
there is C >- B and B' -- B (over A) with B' -< C and A = B n B'. Note 
that in [Ba] the term "Park-a.c." is used for our "algebraically closed." 
LEMMA 4. Let ~ be a finite set of finite graphs, and A c_ G ~ ~ with A 
finite and algebraically closed. Then for n -- max{IC] : C ~ ~'}, tp](A) deter- 
mines tp(A). 
Proof. We write ~ for A arranged as a finite sequence. Let e(~) be an 
existential sequence. We claim that e(~) holds in G if and only if the 
following theory T e is consistent: 
"A is algebraically c losed"u T~ U tp~(~) U {e(ff)}. (T~) 
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One may easily find axioms expressing the assertion that A is algebraically 
closed. Thus T e is indeed a first order theory. If e(a) holds in G, then T~ 
holds in G and thus T~ is consistent. 
Suppose conversely that T e holds in some G 1. We claim that e(a) will 
then hold in G. 
Let e(a) = 3Ye0(a, ~p) with e 0 quantifier free. We may suppose that e is 
primitive, and e 0 is conjunctive. Choose b in G1 so that e0(a, b) holds. We 
may suppose b n A = Q, adjusting e_0 if necessary. Form G' = G U b' by 
freely amalgamating G with a copy Kb' of ~ over ~. That is, the edges in 
G' lie in G and in ~ ' .  Note that G and G 1 agree on ~, as a description of 
the induced graph on ~ is contained in tpn(~). 
If G' ~ ~W~, then as G _c G', G ~ ~o, and e(~) holds in G' we find that 
e(~) holds in G, as claimed. Suppose now that G' ~ ff~,. Then we will show 
that G 1 e? ~'~, contradicting our assumption on G 1. 
We have some C c ~" which embeds into G', and we may take C _c G'. 
let ~ = C - (A U b') __C_ G, and let ~b0(~, )  be a conjunctive quantifier- 
free formula specifying the isomorphism type of the induced subgraph on 
a, c;. Then the existential formula 
= y)"  
belongs to tpna(A). Hence we have c0 in G 1 satisfying ~b0(~, c0). 
As c0 NA = Q and A is algebraically closed in G~, by repeated 
applications of Fact 1 we can find disjoint sequences ~(01) . . . . .  ?(0 k) in G 1, 
for any k, so that the induced subgraphs on ~?(0 i) are isomorphic to ~?0 in 
the natural order. 
Choose k>[b[ .  Then for some i, ~(0 i) nb=Q,  and thus the free 
amalgam of a?0 with ~79 over ~ embeds into the induced graph on ~?(0 i). 
But this free amalgam is also isomorphic to the subgraph of G' induced on 
~ '? ; ,  which is C. Thus C embeds in G~, a contradiction. | 
Proof o f  Theorem 3. As noted above, we need only check (3) = (2). 
Assuming (3), then for n fixed there is a uniform bound on [A[ for A the 
algebraic losure of a set of n elements in a model of Tg. Thus it suffices 
to show that for each such A, the type of A in a graph G~g"~ is 
determined up to finitely many possibilities. Indeed, with A fixed, by the 
preceding lemma there is N such that tpu(A) determines tp(A); and there 
are only finitely many possibilities for tPu(A). 
Thus, if the algebraic losure operation is uniformly locally finite on N~,, 
a universal graph exists. Earlier we showed by example that when it is not 
uniformly locally finite, knowledge of this operator does not, in general, 
settle, the question of the existence of a universal graph: of course, at the 
other extreme (case II of Section 2), the question is also settled by the 
structure of algebraic losure. 
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4. Algebraic Closure 
In view of the importance of the algebraic losure operator in dealing 
with problems of universality, it is worth while making explicit what is 
involved. 
DEFINITION 6. Let A, B be graphs and f: V(A)  ~ V(B). Then f is a 
homomorphism if f carries edges to edges. 
Remarks. 1. An injective homomorphism is an isomorphism with a 
subgraph (not necessarily induced). 
2. We deal throughout with graphs without loops. In particular if a 
homomorphism f: A ~ B induces two vertices of A, they cannot be 
linked by an edge. (We could just as well allow loops. In this case, if the 
loop on one vertex is in ~, we recover the loop-flee context.) 
LEMMA 5. Let ~ be a finite collection of finite graphs, and A c G ~ ~.  
Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) A is not algebraically closed in G. 
(2) There is some C ~ ~ and a homomorphism C ~ C' c_ G so that C 
embeds in the free amalgam ocer A of IC[ copies of C'. 
Proof. (2 )~(1) :  Let h: C~C'  as in (2) and let B=C' -A .  If 
G - A contains ICI disjoint copies B i of B (isomorphic over A), then the 
free amalgam of ICI copies of C' over A embeds into A U Ui<lCl Bi, and 
hence C embeds in G, a contradiction. By Park's Theorem (lYact 1), our 
claim follows. 
(1) =, (2): As A is not algebraically closed, there is b ~ acl(A) - A, and 
there is an existential formula ~b(~,b)="3Y~b0(~,b,~)" so that I{b'~ 
G : ~b(~, b')}l = k < ~. Let b ~ G satisfying ~b0(~, b b), and set B = {b} u 
b. With a slight change of notation, we may suppose B n A = @. 
Let G o = AB 1 . . .  B g+a be the free amalgam over A of k + 1 copies 
AB i of AB (isomorphic over A). Let G1 be the free amalgam of G and G o 
over A. Then G1 ~ ~'~, as otherwise after extending to  G 2 E ~'~, we find 
G < G 2 but I{b' ~ G 2 : ~b(~, b')}l > k, a contradiction. 
As G1 ~ ff~, there is C ~ $0 and an embedding f: C ~ G 1. We alter 
this to a homomorphism h: C ~ G by mapping each B ~ isomorphically 
over A to B. Let C' be the image of h. Then the free join of ICI copies of 
C' - A over A contains the image of f, as required. I 
We give a simple example to illustrate the power of this result. Later as 
we go into applications in more detail, we will get considerably more 
mileage out of the same idea. 
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THEOREM 4. Let ~ be a finite set of connected finite graphs. Suppose that 
for any C ~ ~ and any surjective homomorphism h: C--* C', that C' 
contains a graph in ~. Then for A __ G ~ ~v, acl(A) =A.  In particular, T~ 
is t~o-categorical and hence there is a universal graph in ~.  
Proof. If A _c G is not algebraically closed, application of Lemma 5 
produces h: C -o C' __C_ G, but then G ~ ~'~. | 
EXAMPLE 9. Fix k. Let ~ consist of all cycles of odd lengths, up to 
2k + 1. Then there is a universal graph in ~'~. 
This result was first proved in [KMP] with an elaborate amalgamation 
argument, containing some minor inaccuracies which were subsequently 
corrected. This should serve to illustrate the utility of our general consid- 
erations. We will use the same idea below to construct a number of new 
examples. 
II. APPLICATIONS 
In this part, we first review the known results from our point of view. 
From this point of view, the main question is the behavior of the algebraic 
closure operation on finite sets. This qualitative problem can be rephrased 
in quantitative terms; from that point of view, the known results leave 
open a number of questions regarding the estimates for the size of acl(A) 
in terms of ]A[, and similar issues, which we will point out in detail. 
5. Negative Results: Explosion of Algebraic Closure 
The negative results all depend on the construction of 2 ~0 nonisomor- 
phic induced graphs of the form acl(A) for A of some fixed size, which can 
be read off explicitly from the various papers, though the terminology 
varies somewhat. In such cases there are two natural questions concerning 
[acl(A)l: 
I. What is the least cardinality a such that there are 2 ~0 possible 
isomorphism types for the graph induced on acl(A) in a graph G ~ ~,  
with [Am = a?  
II. What is the least cardinality a'  such that acl(A) is infinite in 
some G ~ ~,  with i A[ = a'?  
One suspects these are usually equal, though exceptions were mentioned 
earlier. All of the negative results on universal graphs to date may be 
phrased as explicit upper bounds on a in various cases. 
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5.1. 2-Connected Graphs 
The main result of [FK1] gives a bound for a when ~ = {C} consists of 
a single constraint C which is 2-connected and not complete: 
a ~ 4(2k) 2g. (1) 
with k -- 2IV(G)[ - 1, g = IV(G)[ + 1. Actually the result proved is signifi- 
cantly more general. The same bound is given when C contains a block C O 
which is 2-connected, and which contains two nonadjacent vertices u, v so 
that C O does not embed in C,L,, the graph obtained from C by identifying 
u with v (keeping all edges). 
Various special cases proved earlier give sharper estimates for more 
specific constraints. In [KP1] one finds a _< 8rn - 7 when C = Km, n is 
complete bipartite (m < n). In [ChK] one finds a < 4N + 1 with N = 
(14 ~ - 1)/13, v = [V(C)I, for C a cycle of length at least 4; and the same 
bound is obtained in [CS2] when ~ is a finite set of cycles, taking 
v = max{lV(C)l: C E ~}. There is one exception in this case: when 
consists of all odd cycles up to some bound, there is a universal graph 
(a  = o~); this was mentioned above, following Theorem 4. 
The special case in which ~ consists of all cycles up to some even bound 
was considered in [GK]; they found a < 5 in this case. 
All of this raises a number of natural questions. First of all, can one 
combine [FK1] and [CS2] to identify all finite sets ~ of 2-connected graphs 
for which there is a corresponding universal graph, and to estimate a in 
the other cases? 
Secondly, one can obtain a respectable lower bound for c~, or at least 
determine whether a is unbounded in most cases? Some information is 
provided by the following: 
LEMMA 6. Let ~ be a finite set of k-connected graphs. Let G • ~ and 
A c_ V(G), [A[ < k. Then acl(A) = A. In particular a > k. 
Proof We apply Lemma 5. If C • ~ embeds in a free amalgam of 
copies of C' over A, then as C is k-connected with k > I AI, C would 
embed in C', hence in G. II 
EXAMVLE 10. If f~ is a finite set of cycles, this tells only that acl(A) = A 
when [A[ = 1. 
2. If ~ = {Km, n} with m < n we find acl(A) = A for IA[ < m, and 
a > m. This matches the upper bound in [KP1] reasonably well. 
3. If ~ = {C} with C a complete graph K,, with one edge deleted, 
we f indac l (A)=A for FA l _<n-2 ,  so a>n-  1. 
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This leaves a rather large gap between the upper and lower bounds for 
a in most cases. One suspects the upper bounds could be sharpened 
considerably. 
5.2. Trees 
A tree is called bushy if it has no vertices of degree 2. For constraint 
sets g~ consisting of a single bushy tree with at least 5 vertices, the result of 
[CST] yields a bound slightly sharper than the following: 
c~ <n.  (2) 
This can be radically improved: if a < ~ than c~ -- 1 in the case of trees 
(Proposition 6 below). 
One peculiarity of tree constraints is that for any G ~ g'~ (where 
consists of a single tree constraint T) we never have acl(A) = A when 
[Af = 1, unless IV(T)l = 2. This can be seen using Lemma 5. 
6. Positive Results: Local Finiteness Estimates 
In most of the cases in which a universal graph is known to exist, T~ is 
I%-categorical, and the situation is described by Theorem 3. In such cases 
the criterion in part (3) of that theorem has not been used. Indeed there 
are a variety of approaches to l%-categoricity and it does not seem 
reasonable to insist on one as most appropriate in all cases, but we have 
indicated some situations in which the computation of algebraic losure is 
effective, following Theorem 4. We will give some new applications in the 
following section. Here we review the known positive results, with an eye 
on the additional information they furnish about algebraic losure in such 
cases. The natural problem here is to estimate the function 
c(n)  = max{laclc(A)] : ]AI = n, A c_ V(G) ,  G ~ g'~}. 
Here upper bounds are the main point, but one may look for accurate 
asymptotics. 
6.1. Trees 
Tallgren has conjectured that the only trees T for which ~r} has a 
universal object are the paths and the trees obtained from a path by 
attaching one additional edge. His proof of the existence of a universal 
graph in the latter case is unpublished, but this case is of considerable 
interest as it affords an example in which T~ is not I%-categorical, but a 
universal graph exists. This point is illustrated quite well by the simple 
example of a star S 3 of degree 3, discussed in Example 4 in Section 1. 
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6.2. 2-Connected Case 
Previously only two examples of finite sets ~ of 2-connected graphs 
were known for which ff~ has a universal graph: ~ = {Kn}, a single 
complete graph, or ~ = {C2~+1 :k < n} the set of odd cycles of size up to 
some bound. Both are covered by Theorem 4, as noted earlier: indeed 
acl(A) = A for all A, and c(n)= n. Additional examples arising from 
Theorem 4 will be considered in the next section. 
6.3. Bow-Ties 
Any graph can be analyzed as constructed from a tree of "blocks" 
(2-connected graphs and edges). However, we know of no way to combine 
the analysis of 2-connected constraints and tree constraints to produce 
something more general. For that matter, relatively few explicit examples 
have been successfully analyzed to date. Komjath [Ko] did find one 
example in which a universal graph exists. Such examples are presumably 
quite rare. We will give new examples in Section 8. Here we give an 
analysis of the Fiiredi-Komj(tth "bow-tie" example in terms of our ma- 
chinery of algebraic losure. 
A bow-tie is the graph on five vertices formed by attaching two triangles 
to a common vertex. More generally, one may consider bouquets of 
complete graphs with one common vertex. For bouquets of at least three 
complete graphs of constant size, it is shown in [Ko] that the only ones 
corresponding to universal graphs are the bow-tie and the degenerate 
bouquets consisting of one complete graph. 
Let B be the bow-tie, ~' = {B}. We show that T~ is ~0-categorical, nd 
in particular there is a universal countable bow-tie-free graph. This follows 
by combining Theorem 3 with the following estimate. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let G ~ ~BI, A ~ G finite. Then lacl(A)l < 4[A[. 
Proof. Call an edge of G special if it lies in two triangles of G. We 
make the following claims, which will be verified below. 
(1) Every triangle in G contains at least one special edge. 
(2) Every point hat lies on a triangle, but no special edge of that 
triangle, lies on a unique triangle. 
(3) If a point lies on two special edges, it lies on a graph K -- K 4. In 
this case, any triangle containing that point is contained in K. 
Assuming these claims for the moment, we proceed as follows. Given 
G ~ ~B~, A c_ V(G) finite, let A* be the union of A with the set of all 
vertices of G which lie on special edges which themselves lie on triangles 
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containing a point of A. It follows from (2) and (3) that 
IZ* l< 41AI. (4) 
Thus it will suffice to show that A* is algebraically closed. We show first 
A** = A*. (5) 
Let u E A** -A .  Then u lies on a special edge e, where e lies on a 
triangle t meeting A*. Let the vertices of e by {u, u}, and let the third 
vertex of t be w. 
We claim u ~A*.  Assume not. Then v or w belongs to A*, but t 
contains no vertex of A. Thus v or w is in A* - A. 
If v c A* -A ,  then v lies on a special edge e' which lies on a triangle 
t' meeting A in a vertex a. If e' = e this forces u ~ A*, as desired. If 
e' =~ e then by (3) u lies on a K4, containing t and t'. Hence a, u, u are the 
vertices of a triangle in G and therefore u c A*, as claimed. 
If w ~ A* - A and w lies on a special edge of t, then by (2) all edges of 
t are special, and then the argument above applies to w. If not, then by (2) 
w lies on a unique triangle. Then if w ~ A* then t meets A, a contradic- 
tion. 
Now we show 
A* is algebraically closed. (6) 
We apply I.emma 5. B has only two proper homomorphic images, so 
applying the criterion of Lemma 5, if A* is not algebraically closed then 
there is a triangle t meeting A* in one vertex. By (1) t contains a special 
edge, and some vertex of that edge then lies in A** - A*, a contradiction. 
It remains to verify our claims (1)-(3). Both (2) and (3) are direct 
consequences of the assumption that G is B free, by inspection. We turn 
to (1). 
Let e be an edge of a triangle t lying in G. Let G* be the graph formed 
from G by attaching an additional triangle containing the edge e. In G*, e 
is special. If G* is B-free, then as G ~ ~8~, e is special in G. If G* is not 
B-free, then as G is B-free, it follows that one of the other two edges of t 
is special in G. | 
7. New Uniuersal Graphs 
We gave a general construction i  Theorem 4 which produces finite sets 
of connected constraints for which T~ is l%-categorical nd hence, in 
particular, there is a universal ~-free graph. We now generalize this. 
THEOREM 5. Let ~ be a finite set of finite connected graphs such that T~ 
is ~o-categorical. Let ~i ~ be a finite set of finite connected graphs which is 
closed under homomorphic image. Then T~ ux  is ~o-categorical. 
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Proof. Let G ~ 8"~,ux<, and A c G finite. We must bound lacl(A)l in 
terms of IAl and apply Theorem 3. Let G' ~ g"~, G _ G'. Let B = aclG,(A), 
a finite set of size bounded by a function of tA[. It suffices to show that 
B 0 = B n G is algebraically closed in G. 
Suppose the contrary; by Lemma 5 we have some C ~ ~ u Y and a 
homomorphic mage C' __c_ G so that C embeds in the free amalgam over 
B 0 of [C[ copies of C'. If C E AN then C' E X, contradicting the assumption 
that G omits ~' U X. Hence C ~ ~. 
Now we consider B0, B, and C' in G'. As G' omits C, G' does not 
contain the free amalgam of ICI copies of C' over B o or over B(C' n B = 
C' n B0). Then by Park's theorem, B is not algebraically closed in G', a 
contradiction. I 
It is, of course, trivial to produce examples of sets of constraints to play 
the role of AN here, but we will want to consider a number of concrete 
constructions, particularly with a view toward keeping ~ small. This will 
require some preliminary observations. 
Remarks. 1. We do not, in fact, require AN to be closed under the 
formation of homomorphic mages. What is needed is the following: if C' 
is a homomorphic mage of C ~ Z,  then C' contains an element of Y. In 
the future we will take this condition as the definition of "closure under 
homomorphism." 
2. In particular if A is a finite connected graph we will write ~U0(A) 
for the set of all homomorphic images of A and o~(A) for the set of 
minimal elements of Y0(A) (with respect o embeddings as subgraphs). For 
example, if A is a cycle of odd length 2N + 1, then ~¢(A) consists of odd 
cycles of length 2n + 1, n _< N. Similarly, if A is a bipartite graph 
containing at least one edge, then ,,~(A) = {K2}. More general, for any 
finite connected graph A, ~,~A) contains a unique complete graph K n, 
with n = x(A)  the chromatic number. Thus one only gets new examples 
by considering raphs of chromatic number X which do not contain the 
complete graphs K x. In this case V/~(A)I >_ 2. 
DEFINITION 7. 1. Let AI, A 2 be two graphs. Then A 1 × A 2 is the 
graph with vertex set V(A 1) u V(Az),  and whose edges are those of A 1 
and A 2 together with all pairs (u, u), where u ~ A l, v ~ A 2 or vice versa. 
2. Let ~1,~2 be two sets of graphs. Then ~1 × ~2 = {A1 XA2:  
A1 ~ ~l, A2 ~ ~2}. 
Remark. 
~o(A1 XA2) -ANo(AI) XYo(A2). 
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EXAMPLE 11. With M, N fixed integers, the class of graphs omitting 
C2m + 1 X C2n + 1 for m _< M, n _< N has a universal graph; in particular for 
M = 0, this is the class constrained by forbidding "wheels" {K 1 x C2n+1: 
n <N}. 
Another family of well-behaved examples is generated by application of 
a construction used by Mycielski to generate triangle free graphs of 
arbitrary high chromatic number, where Mycielski would begin with K2, 
we substitute Kn, getting the following graphs, which we call M n. Let 
V(M n) = {0} U ({1, 2 , . . . ,  n} X {0, 1}) and set A n = {1, 2 , . . . ,  n} X {0}, B n 
= {1, 2 . . . . .  n} x {1}. Edges are defined as follows. The vertex 0 is adjacent 
to the vertices of A n and no others; M n induces a complete graph on Bn, 
and no edges on An; and the vertices (i, 0) and (j, 1) are adjacent if and 
only if i g: j. This graph arises by applying Mycielski's construction to B n 
(i.e., Kn). To have a more suggestive notation we write a i for (i, 0) and b i 
for (i, 1). 
LEMMA 7. X~(M n)={K kxMn_k :  k<n,k -Cn-  1}. In particular 
x (Mn)  = n + 1 and ~/(Mn)[ = n. 
Proof. Let ~' = {Kk X Mn_k: k < n}. Then ~ ~X0(Mn). To see this, 
identify the vertices a i and b i for i > n - k. In particular for k = n we 
have K n x M 0 = Kn+ 1 E ~', SO X(Mn) _< n + 1, and x(M n) > n + 1 by 
Mycielski's argument [BM, Section 8.5]. 
Any homomorphic image of M n other than those listed will involve 
either the identification of the vertex 0 with a vertex Bn, or the identifica- 
tion of vertices in A n. In either case the resulting homomorphic image 
contains K,  +1 by inspection. Thus the minimal homomorphic images of 
M n belong to c~ :~,(Mn) ___ ~. Furthermore for k = n - 1, Kk × Mn_ k = 
gn_ 1 X M 1 ~ Kn_ 1 X K 2 = gn+l, SO gn_ 1 X M 1 ¢~,2f'(Mn). 
It remains to be shown that the graphs K~ x Mn_ k for k < n, k ~ n - 1 
are incomparable; this will complete the characterization f X~(Mn). 
Suppose therefore that K k x M n_ k embeds in K t x M n_ 1 with 0 < k, l 
< n and k , l  -¢ n - 1, k -4= I. As  [K~ X Mn_k[ < [K t × Mn_tlwe have k > l. 
The case k = n may be eliminated by inspection. Accordingly we assume 
O<l<k<n-1 .  
Let  f :  K~ × M n_ k ~ Kt X M~_ t be an embedding. As k > l, fix u ~ K k 
so that f (u )  ~ K t. Now u has 2n - k neighbors in K~ x Mn_ ~. If f (u )  
Bn_t, then f (u )  has at most n neighbors in K l × Mn_l, forcing 2n - k < n, 
a contradiction. So f (u )  ~ B n_! and as u is adjacent o every other vertex 
of K k × Mn_k,  f [K  k X M,_ k] does not contain the vertex labelled 0 in 
Kl × Mn-t. However the graph resulting from deletion of this vertex has 
chromatic number n, while K~ × M n_k has chromatic number n + 1, a 
contradiction. I 
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Examples of constraint sets ~' allowing a universal graph with I~1 = 1 
are very rare, and indeed few examples are known with any sharp bound 
on I~1. We will consider the possibilities in the case ~ = ~A) .  Evidently, 
if we require I~1 = 1 we will have ~ = {K~} for some complete graph, 
which is one of the oldest examples. We can, on the other hand, produce a 
number of new examples with [g-~A)l = 2. We note first the simple 
example ~¢(C~ x Kn) = {Cs x K~, gn+3}. It seems possible a priori that 
these are the only such examples, and we therefore will give an additional 
construction, showing at least that it will not be easy to classify the cases 
with [g~A)l = 2. 
CONSTRUCTION. Let  G = r .  K ,  + K m be the disjoint sum o f  r complete 
graphs K~, and one more, gm,  with n > m > 1 and either r > 2 or m > 
n -1 .  
We will write G = A a + ... +A r + B with A t = K~, B -- g m. Let m o = 
min(m,n-  1) andlet £={S_V(G) : ISNA i I=n-  l for  1 < i  <rand 
IS n BI = m0}. 
Let G* 2 G be defined as follows: V(G* ) = V(G)  U {v s : s ~ "Z}. G* 
induces G on V(G). The v s for  S ~ £ form an independent set, and the 
neighbor~ o f  v s in V(G)  are the elements o f  S. 
EXAMPLE 12. For the simplest example, take r = 1, n = 2, m = 1. 
Then G = K 2 + K1, and G* -~ C 5. 
LEMMA 8. G* defined above has chromatic number n + 1. 
Proof One can color G* with n + 1 colors by first coloring G with n 
colors, and using the last color for all remaining vertices. 
On the other hand, if G* is colored with n colors, then all n colors 
occur in A 1. Fix b ~ B. For each color c fix S(c)  ~ ~ so that b E S(c)  
and S(c)  n A~ consists of those vertices not of color c. Thus VS{c} must 
have color c, so b does not have color e. Therefore b cannot be colored. I 
Now we give additional examples of constraint families ~ such that the 
algebraic losure is trivial in ~ (i.e., acl(A) = A), and I~l = 2. 
PROPOSITION 2. For r, m, n with n > m > 1 and either r > 2 or m > n 
- 1, and for  G* defined as above, ~(G*)= {G*, Kn+l}. In particular 
~G*) I  = 2. 
Proof Evidently G* does not contain Kn+ 1. It suffices now to prove 
that any proper homomorphic image of G* does contain Kn + 1. 
Let h: G* -o H with h(u) = v, for some u,v  ~ V(G*) ,  u ~ v. Note that 
u, v are not adjacent. We consider cases. 
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Case 1. u E A i for some i, and u ~ G. 
Take S ~ E with S n A i = A i - {U}, U E S. Then the induced graph on 
{u s} UA i is isomorphic to K,+ 1 in H. 
Case 2. u ~ G for some i, and v ~ G. 
Let A* = A i or B be the component of G containing u. As r > 2 or 
m>n-  1, we may choose A_G,  A =K n_l,with A NA* =Q3, and u 
adjacent to all vertices of A. Take S with u ~ S, A _ S. Then in H, the 
induced graph on {u} U {A} W {u s} is isomorphic to  gn+ 1. 
Case 3. u ,u ~ G 
Let u = u s, u = Ur. Let A be a connected component of G such that 
A n S ~ A n T. Then in H, the induced graph on {u} U A is isomorphic 
to Kn+l. II 
8. Another Universal Graph 
The main result of this section is that for the graph C = TI+.T2+.P n 
consisting of two triangles T~, T 2 with exactly one common vertex and a 
path of length n starting from a noncommon vertex in one of these 
triangles, the theory T~ is ~o-categorical. Here we use the ad hoc notation 
.+ for an almost disjoint sum with one (specific) pair of vertices identified. 
(We write +v when the common vertex u needs to be specified). This 
depends on an analysis of algebraic losure much of which is valid more 
generally and may be useful in the analysis of other candidates for 
membership in ~'0 (defined in the Introduction). 
We will assume throughout that ~ is a finite set of finite connected 
graphs. Furthermore G denotes an ~o-Saturated graph in 8~. We use the 
term "weak embedding" for the ordinary graph theoretic embedding (as 
opposed to a strict embedding, which is an isomorphism with an induced 
subgraph). 
DEFINITION 8. 1. For A _c H _ G with H finite, we say that H is free 
over A if there is an embedding of infinitely many copies of H in G over 
A, disjoint over A (this means that the intersection of any two copies is A). 
2. For A _c H c G with H finite, cl(A; H)  is the union of A with all 
sets B such that: 
2.1. H is free over A UB;  
2.2. B is minimal subject o 2.l. 
3. Let 9- be a collection of pairs (A, H)  of finite graphs with 
A G H. Then for any X _ G, cl(X; ~-) is the union of all sets of the form 
cl(A; H)  where A ~ X, H _ G, and (A, H)  is isomorphic to a pair in ~.. 
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4. With 3-as in 3, we say that 9- is a base for acl if for all X _ G we 
have: X -- cl(X;3-) if and only if X = acl(X). 
5. A graph H is solid if every induced 2-connected subgraph of H is 
complete. 
We may now state the main results: 
PROPOSITION 3. For any pair A,  H of finite graphs with A c H c_ G, we 
have cl(A; H)  _c acl(A). Hence for any collection Jo f  pair (A, H) of finite 
graphs with A c_ H, and any X c_ G, cl(X; 9-) _c acl(X). 
PROPOSITION 4. I f  9- is a fnite set of pairs (A, H)  of finite graphs with 
A c_ H, andX c_ G is finite, then cl(X;3-) is finite. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let 3-= {(A, H): A c H c_ G for some C ~ ~, H 
embeds weakly in C as a proper subgraph of C}. Then ~ is a base for acl. 
PROPOSITION 6. I f  ~ consists of solid graphs, and if Y is the collection of 
pairs ({a}, H) for which a ~ H, H embeds properly in some C ~ ~, and 
H - {a} is a connected component of C - {a}, then .9- is a basis for acl. In 
particular, 
for X c_ G. 
ac l (X)  = U acl(a) ( * )  
aEX 
We do not know exactly when the "unarity" condition (*)  holds; it 
might be useful to determine this. If we take the union of a collection of 
solid graphs and a collection closed under homomorphic image, then the 
same property holds since acl is unchanged. However, if ~ = {C} consists 
of a single forbidden subgraph, then (*) is equivalent to the solidity of C. 
DEFINITION 9. The next statement requires a more delicate partial 
closure operation, for use with the particular graph C = T 1%= T 2 +y0 P,, 
referred to above. Let ~- be the set of pairs ({a}, P)  for which P is a path 
of length at most n with a an endpoint. For X c_ G, let cl~(X) be the 
union of cl(X; 9-) with 
1. all sets of the form cl({a}; H)  for which: a ~ X; a lies in some 
copy of T l tT  2 with a not the common vertex of the two triangles; 
H = T+.P, the free amalgam of a triangle T with a path of length at most 
n; and 
2. the set of all points b lying in cl({a); H)  with a ~ X,a  ~ H-~ 
T+.P, and either a,b belong to a triangle, or b lies in some copy of 
TI+.T 2 + P with b not the common vertex of the two triangles, and with P 
a path. 
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PROPOSITION 7. Let C = T 1 +u2 T2 %0 Pn be the graph referred to above, 
obtained by amalgamating two triangles T1, T2 , and a path P. of length n, over 
two distinct points of T 2. Then for X c_ G and cl~ as defined above, if 
X = c l~(X) then X = acl(X). 
PROPOSITION 8. Let C = T 1%2 T2 +yo Pn be the graph referred to in the 
previous Proposition. Then the theory T~ is Ro-categorical, nd thus there is a 
universal C-free graph. 
Proof of Proposition 3. We consider A u B _c H with H free over 
A U B, and with B minimal subject to this condition (in particular A n B 
= Q). If B ~ acl(A), then there are infinitely many copies (Bi, Hi) of 
(B, H)  embedded as induced subgraphs of G, with the B i distinct and the 
H i free over B i. Without loss of generality the B i form a A system with 
common part B 0. As the B i are disjoint over B 0 and each Hi is free over 
A u Bi, H is free over A U B 0. This contradicts the minimality of B. I 
Proof of Proposition 4. It is easy to see that c l (X;Y)  is a definable set, 
and it is contained in acl(X), and G is ~0-saturated, it is finite. For the 
definability it suffices to check the definability of "free over"; but we can 
replace the requirement of infinitely many disjoint copies of H by k 
disjoint copies, where k = max{ICl: C ~ ~}, since G ~ g'~. I 
Proof of Proposition 5. Let 9-  = 
{(A,  H)  : A ___ H _ G and for some C ~ ~,  
H embeds weakly in C as a proper subgraph of C} 
Let X c G, and assume that X = cl(X; ~r). We claim X = acl(X). We 
may suppose that X is finitely generated. 
Suppose X 4~ acl(X). Then as G is ~0-saturated, if we form G(2) = G 1 
+x G2 with G 1, G 2 isomorphic to G over X, then G(2) ~ ff~, and thus 
there is a weak embedding h: C ~ G(2) for some C ~ ~. Let H 2 = h[C] 
n G2, and let H 1 be the image of H e in G 1 under the given isomorphism. 
As X -- cl(X; 9-) and the pair (X  n h[C], H 1) lies in J,, H 1 is free over 
X n h[C], and hence can be embedded in G 1 disjoint from G1 n h[C] over 
XNh[C].  Defining h' to agree with h off h-l[G2] and with this new 
embedding on h-l[G2], we have an embedding of C into G1. As G 1 E ~'~, 
this is a contradiction. I 
The next two proofs will be somewhat similar to the foregoing, and very 
similar to one another. 
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Proof  o f  Proposition 6. ~ consists of solid graphs and 9- is the collec- 
tion of pairs ({a}; H)  for which a ~ H, H embeds properly in some 
C ~ ~,  so that H - {a} is a connected component of C - {a}. The proof 
that follows will allow us to replace 9- by a slightly more restricted family 
which will be defined below. 
We take X _c G finitely generated (with respect to this closure opera- 
tion) and we suppose that X = cl(X;9-) but X 4= acl(X), so that after 
forming G(2)= G 1 +x G2 as in the previous argument, we have an 
embedding h: C "--, G(2) for some C ~ c~. We associate to C the tree T 
whose vertices correspond to the 2-connected components of C, with 
edges between components which either meet or are connected by some 
edge of C. We will denote the vertices of T by t, t' and the like, and the 
component of C corresponding to a vertex t of T will be denoted C t. Now 
pick an arbitrary vertex 0 of T, and take it as a root for T. Now T can be 
viewed as a partially ordered set with minimum 0. For t ~ T let T t = {t': 
t' > t} and let C t = Uc~r,  Cr. 
We will replace the set 3-cons idered above by the subset of pairs 
({a}; H)  for which for some t > 0 either: 
1. a ~ C t and H - {a} is a component of C t - {a}; or 
2. t is a successor of a node t-,  a ~ Ct-, and H-  {a} is C r 
Note that in the first case, typically H = Ct; this holds, for example, if
ICt[ > 1. 
Of course, with this modification we still have X = cl(X; 9-). 
Now let t be maximal in T such that h[C t] does not lie in either factor 
G 1 or G 2 of G(2). We may suppose that h[C t] c_ G 1. It will suffice to 
replace h: C ~ G(2) on C t by h' agreeing with h on (C - C t) td Ct, so 
that h'[C t -  C t] c_ Ga; repeating this operation eventually produces an 
embedding of C into G~, and a contradiction. 
We may break this down two steps further. First, for each successor 
node t' of t for which h[C r ] c_ G2, it suffices to find an embedding h': 
C ~ G(2) agreeing with h on C - C t' and taking C e into G 1. For the 
second step, first choose a vertex a E X as follows: if C t N C r 4= 0 ,  let a 
be the unique vertex common to both components. Otherwise, take a pair 
of vertices u ~ C t and c ~ C e with u,v adjacent in C, and let a = u if 
this is in X, and a = v otherwise. With these choices, a E X. Now we 
adjust h on {a} U C c by making separate adjustments on each subgraph H 
containing a such that H - {a} is a connected component of C r - {a}. 
At this point the pair ({a}; H)  under consideration is one of the pairs 
which we have put in ~.  As X = cl(X; J ) ,  we can embed H freely into G 1 
over a and arrive at the desired modification of h. Iterating this construc- 
tion over all such components and all such nodes t', and then over all 
suitable t, we will reach a contradiction. II 
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Proof of Proposition 7. We now deal with the practical case C = T1%2 
T2 %0 P~' whose vertices we label as follows: 
Yo YlY2Y3 y4 Yn-I Y. 
U0TX~U2/ / /~  = : _- : . . . e 
U lk~ ~ u3 
We follow exactly the same line as in the previous proof. Now the tree T
is a path of length n + 2 whose first node corresponds to the first triangle 
T1; take this node as a root and use the corresponding set .~of  pairs; 
({a}, P )  with a the initial vertex of a path P of length at most n 
({u2},T2 +yo In) 
This is almost what we want, except hat the second possibility is somewhat 
more generous than we wish to allow. Accordingly, we will now consider 
the corresponding part of the previous argument more carefully. This 
occurs when the vertex t is the root and t' corresponds to the triangle 
T 2, a = u 2, and we wish to embed H = T 2 %o Pn into G~ over a disjoint 
from the image of T r That is, we have an embedding h: C ~ G(2) with 
h[T1] c_ GI; h[H] c_ G2, (so h(u 2) E X)  and we assume toward a contra- 
diction that any embedding of H into G 1 meets h[T1]. Let b = h(u 3) and 
c = h(yo). 
If b, c e X then it suffices to embed P~ into G 1 correctly, and this we 
have already dealt with. If neither b nor c lies in cl({a}; H)  then T 2 can be 
embedded freely in G 2 over a, which produces a copy of C in G 2 since we 
already have T 2 +y0 P~ embedded in G 2. 
Thus we are left with the cases in which b or c lies in cl({a}; H), and in 
particular lies in X, and the other vertex is not in X. 
Suppose c ~ cl({a}; H)  and b ~ X. Let B = cl({a}; H). Then we can 
embed B freely in G 1 over X, and then continue to embed Pn freely in G1 
over Yo- This produces the desired embedding of C in G1 (since "freely" 
means: without any undesirable identifications). 
Finally, suppose b e cl({a}; H)  and c ~ X. In particular c is not in 
cl({a}; H)  and hence there are infinitely many triangles containing a, b. 
Let B = cl({a, b}; H). We will show that B c X. Take u e B - {a, b}, and 
set B' = B - {u}. Let G' be the free amalgam of G 2 with a large number 
of copies of H over B'. Then C embeds in G'. 
Suppose this embedding involves a triangle T = {a, b, c'} lying in one of 
the copies of H. Then there is a triangle T O meeting {a, b} in a single 
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vertex. If this triangle contains c, then choosing c* ~ G 2 not in T O U h[Pn], 
so that {a, b, c*} lie on a triangle, we get an embedding of C into G2. So 
T o meets {a, b, c} in one vertex. If T O contains u then by definition 
u ~ cl~(X) = X. So suppose that it does not contain u. As T U T O is part 
of a copy of C embedded in G', this embedding also involves a path P of 
length n attached to T or T 0, and not at their common point. If the path is 
attached to T 0, then replacing c by a point c* for which a, b, c* forms a 
triangle and c* lies off T O u P, again C embeds in G2, a contradiction. So 
P is attached to T. P is broken into various connected components by its 
intersection with B'. We will alter the embedding so that P becomes a 
path of length n attached to c and otherwise disjoint from T O w {a, b, c}. 
Those segments which lie in G2 may be left as they are. The remainder lie 
in copies of H, are attached at one or two points of B 'U  {c'}, and 
correspond to segments in G2 which are either free over B', or contain the 
point u. As u does not lie on To, if a segment corresponding to one 
containing u occurs, it may be replaced by two segments in G 2 joined at u, 
and free over B. Thus by choosing the embedding of P carefully, one may 
embed C in G2, a contradiction. 
Therefore in our original embedding of C into G', the copy of TI+.T 2 
embeds in G 2 and part of the path P is embedded in various copies of H 
amalgamated over B'. Again we can alter most of the mbedding of P to 
go into G2, apart from segments which correspond to segments in G2 lying 
between two successive points of B', with the vertex u on the segment. If 
any such segment actually occurs, it means that in G2, u lies on some 
graph of the form TI+.T2+.P with P a path. Thus, again u ~ cl~({a}). I 
For the next proof we will require an auxiliary result which will be seen 
to contain useful information about algebraic closure in the case at hand. 
Let C = T a %2 T2 +y0 Pn be the graph referred to in Proposition 8. In 
particular, n is fixed. 
LEMMA 9. Let G be a graph, u a vertex of G, and suppose that there are 
two disjoint paths of length 5n originating at u, as well as an embedding of 
some subgraph H of C of the form C = T 1 +~2 T2 -[-yo Pk with 0 <_ k < n, 
embedded with u as the terminal vertex of Pk. Then C embeds in G. 
Proof. Let v be the vertex in G corresponding to the vertex u 2 of H. 
Let P be one of the two given paths, which does not contain v. Then P is 
broken into at most five connected components by its intersection with the 
vertices of T 1%2 T2 (as embedded in G), and one of these components 
has length at least n. Thus, if this intersection is nonempty, then C embeds 
in G. 
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Suppose P is disjoint from the image of T 1%2 T2 in G. Let y be the 
first vertex of the path P~ (starting from the vertex Y0 in T 2) which 
corresponds under the embedding to a vertex of P. Then on removal of y 
from P, one of the components has length at least n, and hence we again 
have an embedding of C into G. l 
Proof  o f  Propos i t ion 8. We now wish to show that for X finite, acl(X) is 
finite. We define inductively: X o = X ,  Xi+ 1 = cl~(X), and we need to 
show that this process terminates. Suppose in fact that it goes on for k 
stages with k substantially larger than 10n. Define a sequence of points 
a i ~ X i \X i _  1 for i < k by downward induction so that a i ~ cir.(a/_1) for 
all i. The point a k_ 1 is selected arbitrarily, and given a~, as it lies in X; it 
lies in cl~(a i_ 1) for some a i_ 1 E Xi_  1, and this element lies outside Xi_  2 
since cl~(ai_ 1) is not contained in Xi_  I. 
We claim: 
The elements a i ( i  < k )  can be selected so that they 
lie on a path of length at least k - 1. 
(,) 
Again, proceed by downward induction, building up a finite path Qi with 
endpoint a i as we go along in such a way that Qi n X i = {ai}. 
Suppose b = a i has been chosen and pick some a ~X,_  1 so that 
b ~ cl~(a). Suppose first that b ~ cl({a}; P)  for some path P, with a an 
endpoint of P. Let B = cl({a}; P)  and let a' be the vertex of B n X i _  1 on 
the segment from a to b which is closest o b; possibly a' = a. Let P' be 
the subpath of P with initial vertex a', passing through b, and B' = B n P'. 
We know that P' is free over B' and easily B' is minimal with this 
property. Thus B' ___ cl({a}; P')  and we may take a i_ 1 ~" a'. The remaining 
elements on the segment (a', b) n B' are outside X i and as [a', b] is free 
over its intersection with B',  we may attach to Qi a path from ai_ 1 to a~ 
which meets X~_ 1 only in a i_ 1, and meets Q/only in ai; this produces the 
desired path Qi -  1. 
Now suppose that b ~ cl({a}; H)  with H ~- T+. P n, a ~ T, a ~ Pn. We 
can proceed in more or less the same way. If b is a vertex of T we can just 
take a i_ 1 = a and adjoin the edge (a, b) to the path Qi. Otherwise b lies 
on the path Pn" We consider P = [a, b], the shortest path from a to b in 
h; this meets T in two points. Let B = cl({a}; H)  n P and let a' be the 
vertex of B n X i_ 1 which is closest to b; possibly a' = a. Let P' be the 
subpath of P with initial vertex a', passing through b. If a' ¢ a we claim 
that b ~ cl({a'}; P'). This is seen as in the previous case. Furthermore P' is 
free over B N P' so we may connect a' to b by a path meeting X i_ 1 in a 
alone, and meeting Qi in b alone. 
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Thus we have (*), and in particular if b i = ash +i and i is not too large, 
we have two disjoint paths from b i of length 5n contained in G. We claim 
that in this case every path of length n originating at b i is free over bg. If 
this fails, then as G ~ g"c we must have a subgraph of C consisting of the 
two triangles and some initial segment I (possibly of length 0) of the path 
Pn, embedded with b i as the terminal point of I. This violates the previous 
lemma. It follows that for a = b i and b = bi+ 1 the relationship b ~ cl)(a) 
is realized in the following way: b ~ cl({a}; H)  with H = T+P (a triangle 
amalgamated with a path of length n), and either a lies in some copy of 
TI+.T 2 with a not the central vertex, contradicting the previous lemma, or 
b lies in some copy of TI+.T 2 + P, with P a path and with b not the 
central vertex, again contradicting the previous lemma if i + 1 is not too 
large, or finally: a and b lie on a common triangle. 
Thus we may assume that we have four consecutive points bi (i = 
1,2,3,4) such that for i = 1,2,3 the pair (bi, bi+ 1) lies on a triangle 
(b i, bi+l, ci). This gives an embedding of TI+. T 2 into {bi, cj : 1 < i <<_ 4, 1 <_ 
j < 3}: if c 1 = c3, use the first and third triangles, while otherwise these 
two triangles are disjoint and hence the second one meets at least one of 
them in a single vertex. This again violates the previous lemma since at 
least one of the bg occurs as a noncentral point in the embedded copy of 
T~+.T2. 
This contradiction completes the proof. | 
9. Paths 
The existence of a universal P-free graph, when P = Pk is a finite path 
of length k (and thus of order k + 1) is established in [KMP]. The analysis 
given there yields good structural information and allows further general- 
ization, for example to categories of vertex colored graphs, which will be of 
further use even in the case of graphs. However it does not give realistic 
control over the sizes of algebraic losures. Writing ck(n) for maxlacl(A)l, 
where A varies over sets of n vertices in graphs G belonging to Ne~, we 
would get an estimate of Ck(n) of the form a tower of exponentials of 
height about k, using [KMP]. However the analysis of Section 8 yields 
c (n) = c (1) .n, 
which is already fairly good, leaving open only the question of the growth 
rate of Ck(1) as a function of k, which turns out to be an intriguing 
question. Consideration of circuits of length k, or, for that matter, any 
Hamiltonian graphs of order k, yields 
c (1) 
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and for low values of k one may check ck(1) = k. In fact the following is 
open: 
Problem. Is ck(1) equal to k for all k? 
In the remainder of this section we will prove: 
PROPOSITION 9. Ck(1) < k 3k2. 
That is, we reduce a tower of exponentials to a single exponential, but 
fall far short of the linear bound which may hold. This result requires a 
closer and more concrete analysis of the operation of algebraic closure, 
which begins by simply following through on the analysis given in Section 8 
more generally. 
On the basis of Proposition 6 we can describe the algebraic closure 
operation in ~ek as follows. Let J be the collection of pairs ({a}, Q) where 
Q is a path of length at most k - 1 and a is an endpoint of Q. For 
G ~ ~ek and v ~ V(G), define inductively 
c l0 (v )  = (v} ;  Cln+l( ) = - 
If U/k=01 cli(v) ~ acl(u), one produces a contradiction by constructing a
path of length k by downward induction, beginning with some u ~ clk(v). 
Thus if we have a uniform estimate of the form ]Cll(C)l < N holding in ~PK 
(all v), then correspondingly 
suplacl(v)[ _< E Ni< Nk, (the supremum is over all v ~ G ~ g'Pk)" 
i<_k-1 
We will get such an estimate with N = k 3k. 
DEFINITION 10. Let G ~ g~e~. 
1. For u, v c V(G), set to(u, v) = 
sup{m :There are infinitely many paths of length m connecting 
u and v in G, disjoint except for their endpoints}. 
This supremum is taken to be 0 if there is no such m. However when u 
and v are adjacent he condition is considered to hold with m = 1, in a 
degenerate form. 
2. For u ~ V(G), set to(u, ~) = 
sup{m :There are infinitely many paths of length m in G with 
u as an endpoint, disjoint apart from u}. 
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LEMMA 10. Let G ~ ~p~, v ~ V(G), and suppose that Q is a path in G 
originating at v, while B c_ Q - {v} is minimal such that Q is free over 
BU{v}.  Write Bu{v} as a sequence (v 0,vl . . . . .  v t) in order along Q, 
beginning with v 0 = v. Then w(vi, vi+ 1) > 1 foral l i  < l and: 
1. oA(vi, uj ) < Y'~i<r<jC.O(Vr, +l) fori  <_j - 2; and 
2. oo(vi,oo) < Ei<r<lW(Vr, Vr+l) + ~°(vt,°~) f° r i  < I. 
Proof. Since Q is free over B u {v}, we have o~(v i, vi+ 1) >- 1. 
Condition (1) follows easily from the assumption that Q is not free over 
(B u {v})\{v r : i < r < j} for i _< j - 2, and condition (2) follows from the 
assumption that Q is not free over (B U {v})\{v r : r > i}. I 
DEFINITION 11. Let G e ~p~ and let v = (v 0 . . . . .  v l) be a sequence of 
vertices in G. 
1. v is a chain if l>_2, o~(vi, vi+l)>- 1 for all i, and w(vi, v j )<  
Ei<<r<jW(Ur, Ur+l) for i < j  -- 2. 
2. Similarly, the formal sequence (v 0 . . . . .  v~,~) is called an open 
chain if l > 1 (so the length is at least 2) and if it satisfies the same formal 
conditions, using oJ(v i, oo)where called for. 
3. The virtual length of a chain v is ErW(Vr, Vr+l), and the virtual 
length of an open chain is defined similarly. We write h(v) for the virtual 
length of v. 
In the proof of the next lemma we will need a result of Erd6s and 
Gallai: 
Fact [EG, Theorem 2.6]. Let H be a graph with n vertices and e 
edges, in which there is no path containing l edges (l > 1). Then e < (n(l 
- 1 ) ) /2 .  
LEMMA 11. Let G ~ g~Pk' v ~ V(G), and A c_ cll(v). Then there is a set 
A' D_A, with IA' -A ]  < (k3/4)IA[, such that for any chain or open chain v 
whose endpoints lie in A U {oo}, if v is not contained in A u {oc} then it meets 
A ' \A .  
Proof. For each a ~ A choose one path originating at a, of maximum 
length, and let ~1 be the set of paths chosen. Let d 2 be a maximal 
collection of chains whose endpoints lie in A, and which are otherwise 
disjoint both from each other and from the paths in ~1. We will take 
A' = U(J1 u~g'2). There are a number of points to be verified. We will 
begin by verifying that A' has the desired property, then estimate its size. 
Consider first a chain with endpoints in A, not wholly contained in A. 
We may suppose then that only its endpoints lie in A. By the choice of ~¢2, 
if this chain does not meet any path in ~1 in one of its interior points, then 
it meets one of the chains in ~2- 
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Now consider an open chain v originating at a vertex a of A, and not 
wholly contained in A U {oo}. Then we may suppose that it meets A only 
at a, as otherwise we would replace it either by a shorter open chain, or by 
a chain with endpoints in A. Let L = A(v). Then w(a, oo) < L, so there is a 
path (an "obstruction") of length at least k - L with a as an endpoint. 
Therefore there is such a path in ~1, and it is easy to see that v meets with 
path at an interior point, as otherwise one constructs a path of length k in 
the ambient graph. 
For cardinality estimates it will be convenient to take k > 3, as we may. 
We have 1~¢1[ < I AI and to complete the analysis we will show 
(k -  1 ) (k -  1) 
1~¢2[-< IZl, 
4 
from which our claim follows easily. 
To make this estimate, we will estimate separately the number of chains 
in s¢ 2 connecting two specified vertices, and the number of pairs of 
vertices having such a connection. 
We begin with the latter point. Consider the graph F whose vertex sets 
is A, and with edges between pairs of vertices joined by one of the chains 
in ~2" Our claim is 
k -1  
e(r) _< ~IA I .  (*) 
We claim that F contains no path of length [k/2]; this property then 
implies ( . )  by the result of Erd6s and Gallai [EG] which was quoted 
above. If F had a path of length [k/2], that is to say a sequence of at least 
k/2 chains which are disjoint except at their endpoints, then these chains 
fit together to form a path of length at least k (extending the chains 
"freely" to their virtual lengths). Note that each chain has virtual length at 
least 2 by definition, and the chains may be extended so that the added 
vertices are distinct from each other and any vertices previously consid- 
ered. 
Now we consider the number Iz(a, b) of chains in ~¢2 which connect wo 
fixed vertices a, b e A. We claim /z(a, b) < k - 1. To see this, let l = 
oga, b). Then for each chain v e ~¢2 which connects a and b, we have 
A(v) > l + 1. Let G 1 be the free amalgam of the ambient graph G with 
infinitely many additional paths of length l + 1 connecting a to b. If 
G1 ~ ffPk then as G e ~Pk and w(a, b) > l + 1 in G1, we find w(a, b) >_ l 
+ 1 in G, a contradiction. 
Thus G 1 contains a path P of length k. P\{a, b} consists of at most 
three segments, each of which lies either wholly in G or in one of the 
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additional paths of length l + 1 adjoined to form G I. Assuming /x(a, b) > 
0, there is at least one path in G of length l+  1 joining a and b. 
Therefore we may suppose that P is chosen so that P' = P A G contains 
at least one of the segments of P \{a, b}. In particular P \  P' consists of at 
most two segments. We now count separately the chains v ~ s¢ 2 connecting 
a and b which meet P ' \{a ,  b}, and those which do not. P' contains at 
most k - 2 vertices and hence meets at most k - 2 of the chains in d 2. 
Furthermore P' is disjoint from at most one chain in d 2 which links a and 
b, as two such chains could be extended freely to give two disjoint paths of 
length l + 1 joining a and b, into which the segments of P \ P' could be 
copied, thereby embedding Pk in G. Thus there are at most 1 + (k - 2) = 
k - 1 chains in d2 linking a and b. This completes our estimate. | 
COROLLARY. For G ~ ~'ek, v ~ G, we haue ICll(V)[ < k 3k. 
Proof. Let A 0 = {v} and define inductively Ai+ 1 =A'  i in the sense of 
Lemma 11 (this is not canonical, of course). In other words, choose Ai+~ 
satisfying 
k 3 
Ai ~ Ai+ l IAi+ l \ Ail < ---~-[Ai[, 
so that any chain or open chain v whose endpoints lie in A i U {o~} is either 
contained in A i t_) {~}, or meets Ai+I \ A i. 
Then IAi+ll < k3rAil and hence JAil <_ k 3i for all i. On the other hand, 
cll(v) cA  k since each open chain v originating at u will meet Ai+I \A  i, 
as long as it is not contained in Ai; and v has at most k vertices. | 
10. More Examples of Uniuersal Graphs 
We give two more examples of constraints allowing universal graphs. 
These are less complex than the family treated in Section 8, and may allow 
some further elaboration. 
Consider first the constraint C = Kn+.P k consisting of a complete graph 
with an attached path. It can be shown using either the methods of Section 
8 or those of [KMP] that g'c is g0-categorical. Every connected component 
G o of a graph G ~ g° c either omits Kn and belongs to go/~, or contains a 
copy K of Kn, in which case the connected components of Go\K  omit 
Pzk, and a structure theory for these can be given in the spirit of [KMP]. 
Alternatively, following the argument of Section 8, one finds that a vertex 
lying on a sufficiently long path has trivial algebraic losure. 
Our second example is a slight generalization of the bow-tie, namely 
C = Kn+.K 3, a complete graph attached to a triangle. A detailed analysis 
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of the algebraic losure operator in this case will yield 
lacl(A)l _< (n + 1)IAI 
for A ___ G ~ g~c- We will now give the details. 
DEFINITION 12. Let G ~ ~"c. 
1. For A ___ V(G), A is special if G induces a complete graph on A, 
and one of the following occurs: 
a. IAI --- n and there is no B ___ V(G) of order n such that B 4: 
A, B n A v~ •, and G induces a complete graph on B; or 
b. IAI = n - 1 and there are at least two vertices of G adjacent o 
all vertices of A. 
3. For a ~ V(G), set a* = 
U {B : B is special, and the graph induced on {a} U B is complete}. 
Remark. Let G ~ ~'c, A c_ V(G) of order n, and suppose that G in- 
duces a complete graph on A. Then A contains a special subset. 
Our objective is to show that for G ~ g"c and a ~ V(G), we have 
ac l (a )={a}Ua* ,  and I{a}ua* l<n+ 1, so that by Proposition 6 of 
Section 8 we may conclude lacl(A)l < (n + 1)IAI for all A, and in particu- 
lar this constraint allows a (canonical) universal countable graph. 
LEMMA 12. Let G ~ ~c. 
1. I rA ,  B c V( G) are of order n, and G induces a complete graph on 
each, then either A = B, or A N B = ~J, or IA n BI = n - 1. 
2. I f  A,  B c V(G) are special and A n B v s 0 ,  then either A = B or 
A U B is contained in a set of vertices of order n + 1 on which G induces a 
complete graph. 
Proof. (1) holds by inspection. 
For (2), if I AI = n the claim holds by definition, so suppose that 
IA[ = [BI =n - 1 and A 4:B. Let A+=A U{a} and B+=BU{b} be 
two sets of vertices of order n on which G induces complete graphs. We 
may suppose that they are chosen so that a ~ B and b ff A. This forces 
a = b as IA+A B+I = n - 1. Now let B* = B U {b'} be another choice for 
B +, so b' ~ b. If b' ~A then G induces C on (B U {b'}) U ({a} UA\B) ,  
a contradiction. So A\B  = {b'}, which means that G induces K n on 
A u B, and induces K ,+I  on {a} UA U B. | 
COROLLARY. For G ~ ~'c, and a ~ V(G), we have [{a} U a*l < n + 1. 
LEMMA 13. For G ~ ~c, and A c V(G), the following are equivalent: 
1. A = acl(A); 
2. a* c_A for a ~ A. 
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Proof (1 ~2) :  Assume A = acl(A), a cA ,  and B_ca*  is special, 
with G inducing a complete graph on {a} U B. If IB] = n this implies that 
a ~ B and B is the unique such set containing a, hence belongs to 
acl(a) ___A. If on the other hand [BI = n - 1 then either B is unique, or 
else B U {a} is contained in a unique complete subgraph of G of order 
n + 1, by part (2) of the preceding lemma. In either case B _c acl(a) _c A. 
(2 ~ 1): We suppose a* cA  for a ~ A, but A is not algebraically 
closed, and hence C embeds into the free amalgam G 1 +~ G 2 of two 
copies of G amalgamated over A. Let C* be the image of C. As C* \A  is 
disconnected, there is a point a ~ C* n A which lies on a complete graph 
K of order n and a triangle T intersecting at a; we may take K to lie in 
G 1, and T to lie in G 2. 
In particular V(K) contains a special set B, and then B _ a* _c A. As 
G z is C free, this forces I{a} U BJ = n - 1, that is: IBI = n - 1 and a ~ B. 
Now let T 1 be the triangle in G 1 which corresponds to T in G= (via some 
isomorphism over A). Then V(T) n B = {a} but T 1 must have another 
vertex in common with K, as G 1 is C-free, and thus T~ 2 V(K)\ B (which 
consists of a single vertex). At the same time, as B is special, there is 
another complete graph K'  of order n in G 1 which contains B, and by the 
same token the triangle T 1 contains V(K')\B; so as T 1 is complete, it 
follows that the graph induced on V(K) U V(K') is complete of order 
n + 1. But then V(K) c_a* c_A as all its subsets of order n -  1 are 
special, and again C* c_ G2, a contradiction. | 
Thus, as indicated above, we find lacl(A)l < (n + 1)IA], so ~c is ~0- 
categorical and there is a universal C-free graph. The case of a bouquet of 
two complete graphs, each of order at least 4, has not been investigated 
and may well succumb to a similar analysis. In any case, we believe that it 
should now be clear that the classification of the class ~'0, described in the 
Introduction, is within reach, albeit this would involve some rather sub- 
stantial computations in positive cases and some additional concrete 
constructions to cover the negative cases. We emphasize that while the 
details would no doubt be tedious, the result would be a reasonably 
well-founded conjecture as to the general solution of the problem of the 
existence of a countable universal graph, for the class of graphs specified 
by prescribing any (single) finite connected forbidden subgraph. 
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